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EDITORIAL
Best Practice

Pharmacists have a key role to play with

development from innovators on which

An article in this section indicates that the

regard to this public health risk.

to build. The commentators on this issue

cost of medication decreases dramatically

Clarion Call

from £25.72 on day 1 after admission to
£6.98 on day 2 and then declines further
during an inpatient stay. This evidence

provide some helpful guidance that can
be adapted locally to assist with the roll-

Could the C-Reactive Protein (CRP) Point

out of the service.

Of Care Test (POCT) be a key weapon in
the fight against antimicrobial resistance?

Leadership

Is there an opportunity for pharmacy to

‘If You Meet Buddha On The Road, Kill

be

a

Him!’ That’s the title of a book – but

development? Find out more by reading

why? It is about the need for people to

the enlightening article in this edition. It

find the solutions that are within

could herald one of the most major

themselves. If you did meet Buddha,

In the drive to reducing the length of

breakthroughs that there has been for

would he be loath to give you the

stay, it is clearly important to facilitate

some time for patients, the health service

answers you were looking for but,

timely discharges. Do you know the rate-

and the profession.

instead, encourage you to find the

will be particularly helpful to hospital
pharmacists who need to convince finance
and other colleagues of the need to make
appropriate financial provision in a situation
where the length of stay is being reduced.

limiting steps in the completion of a
hospital discharge prescription and whether

at

the

forefront

of

such

answers within yourself and set you on

Face2Face

the path to enlightenment? Have a read

the discharge prescription workload

What does a Compliance Aid Pharmacist

across the hospital throughout the day is

do and how can robotics improve the

appropriate? The article on this topic will

efficiency and safety of dispensing? The

Payments for articles

provide a useful baseline to help you

Face2Face article will explain.

A payment has previously been made as

assess the situation locally.

Management Conundrum

of the article – it will empower you!

an incentive to encourage the writing of
articles but, in common with other

There is no doubt that the New Medicines

journals, such payments have now been

issue. Attention has generally focussed

Service

discontinued.

on those with severe alcohol dependency

intervention for patients at the time they

research and writing it up now appears to

but this is now being directed at those

are prescribed new drugs. Why, then, is

be

with moderate alcohol dependency who

there such a variation in uptake and what

pharmacy practice than in previous times,

do not require immediate detoxification.

can be done to improve matters?

which is essential if the profession is to

The

Tool

Expectations can sometimes be unreal in

move forward on a sound evidence base.

provides a useful basis on which to assess

terms of the uptake for a new service –

the risk of acquiring alcohol dependency.

the important thing is that there is some

Alcohol misuse is a significant health

2

Adult

Alcohol

Screening

can

provide

a

valuable

more

Conducting

embedded

in

practice
day-to-day
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Scott Pegler
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Summary
This paper indicates that:
● a strategy which aims to reduce
the length of inpatient admission
will increase secondary care drugs
costs and pharmacy workload if
the inpatient bed is occupied
immediately by a new patient
● the impact of such a strategy on
both medication costs and
pharmacy workload are greatest
when shorter inpatient admissions
are further shortened
● the effect of the strategy to
efficiently manage inpatient bed
utilisation and patient flow will
need consideration by managers
when drug budgets are allocated
and pharmacy and other staffing
arrangements (including medical
and nursing staff) are under
consideration.

Sarah Robinson

that time, whilst still ensuring that

or ‘PODs’) into hospital also need these to

patient safety and the highest quality of

be dispensed as soon as possible

care is provided to patients.

following admission.

As a consequence, there is an

As the inpatient stay progresses and

increasing emphasis to reduce the length

the patient’s health improves, therapy

of hospital inpatient stay for medical

tends to be de-escalated as intravenous

patients. Set against this commendable

drugs are changed to oral and some acute

aim is the reality that bed occupancy on

treatments are discontinued. Later, when

many medical wards approaches 100%,

the patient is considered fit for discharge,

meaning that no sooner is a patient

further drug costs are then incurred when

discharged then another patient is

the patient is issued with a take-home

admitted to occupy the vacated bed.

prescription (‘To Take Out’ or TTO).

Furthermore, while data is available to

Pharmaceutical care of acutely ill

show that a reduction in length of

medical patients is ‘front-loaded’ to

hospital inpatient stay saves money for

ensure prescribed medication is clinically

the NHS as a whole, there appears to

appropriate and optimised. Significant

be little information available regarding

time is spent undertaking medicines

the impact of this strategy on drug

reconciliation and subsequently liaising

expenditure for the individual ward or

with medical and nursing staff regarding

acute hospital or the impact of this

treatment recommendations, rectifying

strategy for pharmacy workload in acute

errors,

hospitals.

ensuring the provision of safe, effective

1

Acutely ill medical patients tend to

dispensing

medication

and

and timely drug therapy.

Background

receive more intensive therapy at the start of

As the inpatient stay progresses,

their inpatient stay e.g. intravenous therapy

pharmacists and technicians continue to

In the current challenging economic

antibiotics or treatment doses of low

contribute to the pharmaceutical care of

environment, productivity and efficiency

molecular weight heparin. Furthermore,

patients through drug chart review,

are paramount and when hospital care is

patients who fail to bring their own

ongoing clinical monitoring and clinical

needed, the NHS needs to minimise

regular medication (patients’ own drugs

interventions, and patient counselling. At

“. . . no sooner is a patient discharged then another patient
is admitted to occupy the vacated bed.”
Pharmacy Management Volume 32 Issue 1
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discharge, further time is needed to

reviewed.

transcribe the TTO prescription to an

consecutively for review at discharge,

invested by all grades of pharmacy staff

electronic discharge system (including

assuming that their inpatient stay had

(pharmacists, technicians and assistants)

any explanatory notes to the GP

been between 2 and 10 days. The

when providing pharmaceutical care to

regarding

or

maximum duration of inpatient stay was

inpatients

deletions, etc), dispensing medication,

arbitrarily capped at 10 days as the focus

medication in a timely, appropriate and

checking the accuracy of the dispensed

of the review was to examine the impact

safe manner.

TTO and counselling the patient.

of front-loading of patient care and the

medication

changes

Our study provides an estimate of the
impact a reduction in the average length of
inpatient stay has on drug expenditure and
pharmacy workload in an acute hospital.

Patients

were

selected

impact on finance and workload of
reducing the length of inpatient stay.

‘Pharmacy

to

time’

refers

ensure

to

they

time

receive

Pharmacy time has been estimated as:
● Day 1: 30 minutes per patient (which
includes medicines reconciliation,

The cost of prescribed medication was

medicines optimisation, resolution of

calculated for each day of the inpatient

any clinical queries, patient

stay, including the cost of the TTO

counselling, etc)

Method

prescription. The average purchase price

From August to October 2013, the

informed by the hospital computer

inpatient medication charts of 94

system) was used to calculate the cost of

patients discharged from seven wards at

prescribed medication.

of medicines used in secondary care (as

● Day 2 onwards: 15 minutes per
patient (drug therapy monitoring,
clinical interventions and patient
counselling)
● Day of discharge: 25 minutes per

Morriston Hospital were retrospectively

patient (clinical queries, transcribing

Duration of inpatient
admission in days

Number of patients
(n=94)%

2

10

3

10

4

13

5

17

6

13

7

8

8

8

9

5

10

10

and dispensing the TTO, and patient
counselling).

Results
94 patient charts were retrospectively

Table 1: Duration of inpatient admission (n = 94)

Day of admission

Average cost of medication day
of inpatient admission

reviewed.
The length of inpatient admission in
days is outlined in Table 1.
The cost of all prescribed medication
for each patient was determined for each
day of inpatient admission. This allowed
calculation of the average cost of
medication for each day of admission (see
Table 2 and Graph 1).
The average cost of a TTO for the 94
patients in the audit was calculated to
be £29.87.

1

£25.72

2

£6.98

Combining the average cost of a TTO

3

£6.08

with the average cost of medication for

4

£3.31

5

£3.92

medication for an inpatient stay of

6

£2.92

between 2 and 10 days (see table 3 and

7

£2.96

Graph 2).

8

£1.91

The amount of pharmacy time needed

9

£2.30

to service the pharmaceutical care needs

10

N/A

each

day

of

admission

allows

a

calculation of the average total cost of

of patients on each day of admission is
expressed in Table 4 and Graph 3.

Table 2: Average cost of medication for each day of admission

4
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Discussion
£30.00

The data show that drug costs are
significantly higher on day 1 of admission,
intensive

therapy

(e.g.

intravenous

C
o
s
t

antibiotics) and medicines are dispensed
for patients who fail to bring their own
regular medication (PODs) into hospital.
Subsequently,

as

the

£25.72

£25.00

when patients tend to receive more

i
n

inpatient

£

admission progresses, therapy tends to be

£20.00

£15.00

£10.00

£6.98
£6.08

de-escalated or stopped, and treatment
£5.00

costs therefore decrease. Treatment costs

£3.31

£3.92
£2.92 £2.96
£1.91 £2.30

4

5

then increase on the day of discharge
£0.00

when the patient receives a TTO.
Furthermore,

from

a

1

2

pharmacy

pharmacy

staff

to

required
service

8

9

Graph 1: Average cost of medication for each day of admission

from
the

7

Av. Cost of drugs per day

admission, the greater amount of time
is

6

Day

perspective, the shorter the hospital
(proportionately)

3

Inpatient
admission duration

Total cost
of medication

Average cost of medication
per day of admission

2

£55.59

£27.80

and pharmacy workload if hospital beds

3

£62.57

£20.89

are filled soon after a patient is

4

£68.65

£17.16

5

£71.96

£14.39

6

£75.88

£12.65

7

£78.80

£11.26

8

£81.76

£10.22

has on drug expenditure and hospital

9

£83.67

£9.30

pharmacy workload can be tested in the

10

£85.97

£8.60

pharmaceutical needs of a patient.
Hence, shorter hospital inpatient stays
have the potential to increase drug costs

discharged. This effect is most apparent
with patients that have very short hospital
inpatient stays.
The impact that a strategy to reduce
the average length of inpatient admission

following hypothetical worked examples

Case 1

Table 3: Average total medication costs associated with different lengths of inpatient
admission (including the cost of drugs dispensed as part of a TTO)

Consider a ward with 28 inpatient beds in

£30.00
£27.80

which the average length of stay is 4
days. Consider the scenario if the average
length of stay is reduced to 3 days for
25% of the patients.
What effect will this change in practice
have on drug costs and pharmacy
workload over a 28-day period, assuming
all beds are occupied at all times?
When the average length of inpatient
admission is 4 days:

£25.00

C
o
s
t
i
n
£

£20.86

£20.00

£17.16
£15.00

£14.39
£12.65
£11.26

£10.00

£10.22 £9.30
£8.60

£5.00

£0.00
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Duration of inpatient admission in days

● there are a total of 784 bed days and

Av. Total cost per day

each bed will service 7 patients over
a 28-day period i.e. 196 patients will
be treated
Pharmacy Management Volume 32 Issue 1

Graph 2: Average total medication costs associated with different lengths of
inpatient admission (including the cost of drugs dispensed as part of a TTO)

5

More intensive therapy means that costs are higher just after admission
● drug costs will be 196 x £68.65 (total

● 147 patients treated with an average

● drug costs with this strategy are

cost of medication from table 3) =

length of admission of 4 days = 147

£13,998.32 (4% increase in

£13,455.40

x £68.65 = £10,091.55

medication costs)

● pharmacy time servicing these

● 49 patients treated with an average

patients will be 16,660 minutes.
However, if 25% of patients (49) are
discharged early on day 3, then 49

● pharmacy time servicing these

length of admission of 3 days = 49 x

patients will be 16,954 minutes

£62.57 = £3,065.93

(1.8% increase in time).

● 49 additional bed days with drug

additional bed days will be available to

costs charged as if patients average

Case 2

treat more patients (we will assume these

length of stay will be 4 days =

Consider a ward with 28 inpatient beds in

‘new’ patients have an inpatient admission

£17.16 x 49 = £840.84

which the average length of stay is 3
days. Consider the scenario if the average

of 4 days):

Day

Pharmacy time used to service
inpatients during admission (mins)

Average amount of pharmacy
time per day of admission (mins)

1

30

30

2

55

28

3

70

23

4

85

21

5

100

20

6

115

19

7

130

19

8

145

18

9

160

18

10

175

18

Table 4: Pharmacy time used to service inpatients during admission

6
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length of stay is reduced to 2 days for
50% of the patients. What effect will this
change in practice have on drug costs

£30.00

and pharmacy workload over a 28-day

28

period, assuming all beds are occupied at
£25.00

all times?
When average length of inpatient
admission is 3 days:
● there are a total of 784 bed days
● drug costs will be 784 x £20.89 =
£16,377.76

23
21

C
o
s
t
i
n
£

20
£20.00

19

19

18

18

18

7

8

9

10

£15.00

£10.00

● pharmacy time servicing these
patients will be 18,032 minutes.
However, if 50% of patients are
discharged early on day 2, then 130

£5.00

£0.00
1

2

3

4

5

6

additional bed days will be available to

Day

treat more patients (we will assume

Av. time spent per day

these ‘new’ patients have an inpatient
admission of 3 days):
● 130 patients treated with an average
length of admission of 3 days = 130
x £62.57 = £8,134.10
● 130 patients treated with an average
length of admission of 2 days = 130
x £55.59 = £7,226.70
● 130 additional bed days with drug

Graph 3: The average amount of time required by pharmacy
to service inpatients during admission
workload if the inpatient bed is occupied

hospital doctors, nurses and other

immediately by a new patient.

healthcare staff at acute hospitals.

As the worked examples demonstrate,

The impact of such strategies to

the impact on both medication costs and

manage inpatient bed utilisation and

pharmacy workload are greatest when

patient flow will need to be considered by

costs charged as if patients average

short inpatient admissions are further

managers when drug budgets are

length of stay will be 3 days =

shortened e.g. the impact is significantly

reviewed

£20.89 x 130 = £2,715.70

greater when an inpatient admission is

arrangements are under consideration.

● drug costs with this strategy are
£18,076.50 (10.4% increase in
medication costs)
● pharmacy time servicing these

pharmacy

staffing

reduced from 3 days to 2 days, compared
with a reduction from 6 days to 5 days.
This issue has particular relevance and
implications for wards which already have

patients will be 19,240 minutes

relatively short periods of inpatient

(6.7% increase in time).

admission. Furthermore, with increasing
pressures on inpatient beds, there is an

Conclusion

and

increasing trend to ‘treat and transfer’
acutely ill medical patients to peripheral

The audit has clearly demonstrated that a

hospitals, once their condition has been

strategy which aims to reduce the length

stabilised. This practice can be predicted

of inpatient admission will increase

to significantly increase medication costs,

secondary care drugs costs and pharmacy

pharmacy workload and the workload of
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Facilitating A Timely Discharge: Transformation
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Summary
This paper:
● indicates the rate-limiting steps
and the distribution of workload in
the discharge process
● identifies actions to improve the
process
● demonstrates that improvement
was made following the
implementation of some actions.

Background
The demand on the NHS is everincreasing as hospital admissions reach
the highest level in a decade.1 As bed
pressures increase in secondary care, the
need for greater efficiency in the
discharge

process

becomes

more

apparent. As part of the national Quality,
Innovation, Productivity and Prevention
(QIPP) agenda, the streamlining of
hospital pharmacy discharge services will
enable greater productivity and the
easing of bed pressures by reducing
length of stay at a time when widespread
savings need to be made in hospital
budgets.2
At Stockport NHS Foundation Trust,

automated dispensing systems, the use of

main dispensary, discharges are processed

electronic discharge health care records

alongside

(HCRs), the integration of electronic shared

clinical trials prescriptions and all of the

healthcare records (SHR) between primary

stock and non-stock inpatient ward

and secondary care, which enables more

medication orders for the entire hospital.

efficient medicines reconciliation, and the
introduction of electronic prescribing and
medicines administration software (ePMA)
used for prescribing, monitoring and
ordering of medication.

outpatient

prescriptions,

In view of the QIPP agenda, further
efficiencies were needed to reduce
patient discharge delays without an
increase in pharmacy staffing levels. A
study was therefore carried out to

Further service developments have

identify the rate-limiting steps in the

also been made through skill mix review,

completion of a hospital discharge

one-stop dispensing and a move towards

prescription with the primary aim of

ward-based dispensing. At present,

streamlining departmental procedures

discharge prescriptions are dispensed at

and identifying any bottlenecks. A

four main sites across the hospital; three

secondary aim of the study was to

separate ward-based dispensing teams

ascertain the discharge prescription

and the main pharmacy department. The

workload across the hospital throughout

three discharge teams, which each cover

the day to improve deployment of the

three medical wards, consist of one

pharmacy workforce to meet demand.

pharmacist and one technician. They are

Achieving these aims will enable the

situated at ward level and clinically check,

hospital

dispense and accuracy check all of the

progress patient discharges faster in line

discharge prescriptions for that area.

with the QIPP agenda, ultimately helping

Surgical discharge prescriptions are

to relieve bed pressures in secondary care.

pharmacy

department

to

principally processed at ward level by
trained nurses through the checking and

Aims and objectives

return of patients’ own drugs (PODs),
one-stop dispensing packs and TTO (‘To

● Identify rate-limiting steps in the

Take Out’/discharge prescription) pre-

completion of hospital discharge

packs. Surgical prescriptions that cannot

prescriptions to streamline

be processed at ward level and the

departmental procedures.

innovation through technology has been

discharge

the

● Ascertain discharge prescription

well accepted as a means to improve

remaining medical wards not covered by

prescriptions

from

workload across the hospital to

pharmacy services. Efficiencies have already

pharmacy discharge teams are dispensed

improve the deployment of pharmacy

been made through the introduction of

at the main pharmacy dispensary. At the

workforce to meet demand.

“As bed pressures increase in secondary care, the need for
greater efficiency in the discharge process becomes more apparent.”
Pharmacy Management Volume 32 Issue 1
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Methodology

Results

being completed within one hour of
receipt. However, two Key Performance

For

one

month

every

discharge

During the month of April 2014, 914

Indicators (KPIs) at Stockport NHS Trust

prescription (TTO) processed through

TTOs were dispensed via the main

stipulate that 100% of TTOs should be

both the main dispensary and the three

pharmacy dispensary and a further 531

completed within three hours of receipt,

ward pharmacy discharge teams was

TTOs were dispensed by the ward-based

with a further aim for the discharge teams

recorded on a data collection sheet. The

discharge teams.

to complete TTOs on the ward within one

types of data recorded are shown in
Figure 1.

Table 1 demonstrates that, on average,
the time taken to complete a TTO

This paper documents the analysis of

following receipt by pharmacy was faster

the data collected and identifies actions to

when carried out by the ward-based

improve the discharge process.

pharmacy team, with 7.6% more TTOs

hour. From Table 1, it is clear that
improvements need to be made to achieve
these targets.

Rate-limiting steps
In line with the aims of the study, further
analysis of the data was carried out to
evaluate which steps of the discharge

• Time TTO completed and clinically signed off by prescriber

prescription process, as shown in Figure
1, were delaying the discharge.
The average time taken for the

• Time TTO received by pharmacy

dispensary and ward pharmacy teams to
complete steps in the discharge process is
shown in Table 2. This indicates that there
are a number of rate-limiting steps:

• Time clinical check completed by pharmacist

● Receipt of prescription from the ward.
● Delivery of completed prescription
back to the ward.

• Time accuracy check completed by Accuracy Checking
Technician (ACT)/Pharmacist

● Delay in completion of the clinical
check by the pharmacist.
● Delay in the dispensing and accuracy
check of the TTO.

Figure 1: The steps involved in the completion of a TTO
once written by the prescriber.
Where TTOs
were completed

Average TTO
turnaround

% completed
within 1 hour

% completed
within 2 hours

% completed
within 3 hours

DISPENSARY

1 HOUR 41 MINS

30.8

68.4

88.7

WARD TEAMS

1 HOUR 26 MINS

38.4

77.2

90.5

Table 1: Completion rates for TTOs by dispensary and ward pharmacy teams
Where TTOs
were completed

Average time from
TTO clinical sign-off
by prescriber to
received by pharmacy

Average time
from received
to clinically
checked

Average time
from clinically
checked to
accuracy checked

Average TTO
turnaround from
time received
in pharmacy

DISPENSARY

46 mins
(46% within
20 mins)

36 mins
(61% within
30 mins)

1 hour 5 mins
(55% within
60 mins)

1 hour 41 mins

WARD TEAMS

21 mins
(76% within
20 mins)

29 mins
(73% within
30 mins)

57 mins
(64% within
60 mins)

1 hour 26 mins

Table 2: Time taken for dispensary and ward pharmacy teams to complete steps in the TTO process.
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Patients may need to wait hours for their TTO to be delivered
Receipt of prescription from the ward

prescription from the ward, anecdotal

more TTOs compared to the ward teams).

Table 2 indicates that, when comparing

evidence suggested that once the TTO was

All of these TTOs required a clinical check

the main dispensary and the discharge

completed, it was delivered immediately

from a singular responsible pharmacist,

teams, the main mean difference in the

by the ward discharge teams to the ward

creating a bottleneck in the work flow.

delay for completion of TTOs was the

thus enabling the patient to go home.

Meanwhile, on the medical wards, each

receipt of the prescription from the ward

However, for TTOs completed in the main

of the three ward-based teams had at

following the clinical sign-off by the

dispensary, patients may have to wait a

least

prescriber.

delay

number of hours for their TTO to be

complete clinical checks.

increased the turnaround time of the TTO

delivered by the porters’ service, adding

by 22 minutes. This delay is most likely a

further to the discharge delay.

On

average,

this

result of the physical time taken for ward
staff/porters to deliver the TTO to the
main dispensary when compared to the
delivery of TTOs to the ward-based
pharmacy teams.

one

pharmacist

available

to

Time taken to complete dispensing
process

Time taken to complete clinical check

In addition to the delay to receive a

Table 2 indicates that in the main

clinical check, Table 2 also demonstrates

dispensary TTOs took on average 7

that in the main dispensary TTOs took on

minutes longer to receive a clinical check

average a further 8 minutes to be

compared to TTOs completed by the

dispensed

Delivery of prescription back to the

ward discharge teams. This is likely to

compared to those completed by the

ward

result from the increased workload

ward-based teams. This could perhaps

In addition to delay in the receipt of the

received in the main dispensary (72%

again be attributed to the increased

and

accuracy

checked

“. . . the main mean difference in the delay for completion of TTOs
was the receipt of the prescription from the ward . . .”
Pharmacy Management Volume 32 Issue 1
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volume of TTOs received in the main

15:00. This timing coincides with the

dispensary compared to on the wards.

completion of morning ward rounds by

Another reason could be that ward order

the consultants, enabling their junior

sheets, controlled drug orders, clinical

doctors to write the TTOs.

trials and outpatient prescriptions are all
processed in the dispensary alongside the
discharge prescriptions.
Due to the findings, and to investigate
the secondary aim of the study, further

Figure 3 demonstrates that 41% of the
TTOs that took longer than 3 hours to
complete in the main dispensary were

In contrast to these central peaks in

received between 09:45 and 11:45,

workload, only 6.1% of TTOs were written

correlating with the workload distribution

by prescribers the day before discharge and

shown in Figure 2. Furthermore, 100% of

only 2% were written before 9:00am on

the discharge prescriptions that took longer

the morning of a patient's discharge.

than 5 hours to complete were received

analysis was carried out to compare and
contrast the discharge workload distribution

A further 5.3% of all TTOs were

seen across all of the dispensing sites at

received between 17:00 and 18:00; a time

different times of the day.

when only minimum dispensary cover
remains to complete leftover inpatient
medication

Workload distribution

an overall delay in the discharge.

orders

and

discharge

prescriptions.

between 09:45 and 12:00. Upon further
analysis of the data, these tended to be
anomalous ’problem’ prescriptions which
had a rate-limiting step outside of the scope
of this study: for example, TTOs held up at
the clinical checking stage for prolonged
periods of time whilst pharmacists were

The pattern of workload depicted by

unable to contact the prescriber to answer

pharmacy

Figure 2 leads to a delay in the time taken

a query, TTOs that required sourcing of

department across the day. The peak

by the pharmacy department to turn TTOs

medication from another hospital to

hours for receipt of TTOs were pre- and

around, as shown by Figure 3. Peaks in

complete the TTO or TTOs awaiting

post- the 13:00-14:00 pharmacy lunch

workload appear to create a bottleneck in

warfarin yellow books to be completed by

hour, with 44.1% of TTOs being received

the pharmacy department, with TTOs

the anticoagulation department before it

in the main dispensary and by the

queuing to be clinically checked, dispensed

could be released from pharmacy.

discharge teams between 12:00 and

and accuracy checked, ultimately leading to

Figure 2 displays an uneven distribution
of

workload

for

the

20.0
received

written

18.0
16.0

Percentage %

14.0
12.0
10.0
8.0
6.0
4.0
2.0

17:00-18:00

16:00-17:00

15:00-16:00

14:00-15:00

13:00-14:00

12:00-13:00

11:00-12:00

10:00-11:00

09:00-10:00

08:00-09:00

Previous day

0.0

Time of day
Figure 2: Percentage of TTOs written by prescribers (red) and percentage of TTOs
received by pharmacy (blue) per hour of the working day.
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Figure 3: Scatter graph showing the time taken for the pharmacy department to complete a TTO
once received in the main dispensary at varying times during the day. Boxes highlight clusters
of TTOs which took a significant amount of time to complete (>3 hours).

Figure 4: Scatter graph showing the time taken for the pharmacy department to complete a TTO once
received by the ward discharge teams at varying times during the day. Boxes highlight clusters
of TTOs which took a significant amount of time to complete (>3 hours).
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In Figure 3, two further peaks can be

between 13:00 and 14:00, as there was no

awaiting re-instatement of packages of

seen between 12:00 until 13:30 and then

pharmacy discharge team cover on the

care. These were therefore prioritised below

from 14:00 until 15:00, representing a

wards at this time.

the TTOs required immediately and so took

further 47% of the TTOs that took greater
than 3 hours to turn around. As previously
discussed, the large volume of discharges
received in the main dispensary within these
time frames are likely to have contributed
towards delays in TTO completion, pushing
the TTO turnaround time beyond the 3
hour target.
The second root cause in these delays is
likely to be the result of the standard
departmental lunch break taken between
13:00 and 14:00, causing a delay of an
extra hour in the completion of numerous
TTOs. This trend was most obvious amongst
the ward discharge teams, as shown by
Figure 4. Only 3% of TTOs were received

Figure 4 displays similar trends when

longer to complete overall.

compared to Figure 3 in terms of clustering
of the TTOs that took longer than 3 hours
to complete; 68% of TTOs that took over 3
hours to complete were received by the

Action plan for
improvements

ward based discharge teams between

From the results of this study, a number

11.30 and 13:30 and 100% of TTOs that

of actions were identified, as shown in

took longer than 5 hours to complete were

Table 3 (rate limiting steps) and Table 4

received between 10:00 and 10:45.

(workload distribution) to improve the

Some of the longest TTO turnaround

discharge process.

times on the ward based pharmacy teams,

A number of these action plans are to

shown in Figure 4, were as a result of the

be carried out in conjunction with new Trust

prescriptions not being required until the

schemes to facilitate timely discharges, for

following day, for example if a patient was

example the Advantis Ward Electronic

deemed medically fit for discharge but

Whiteboard System.

Rate-limiting steps

Action plans: Streamlining departmental procedures

Delay in receipt of TTOs from the

• Pharmacy to utilise the new Advantis Ward Electronic Whiteboard System to

wards

electronically ’receive’ TTOs, as the project is rolled out across wards in the Trust
• Advantis Ward Electronic Whiteboard System automatically highlights when
prescriber completes writing TTOs for a patient
• Nursing staff to electronically send TTO to pharmacy once patient ready for
discharge
• Pharmacy staff to ’receive’ electronic TTO from the system on both dispensary and
ward teams
• Pharmacy staff to print off and work from electronic copy, eliminating delay in
receipt through manual delivery of TTO by nurses/HCAs/porters

Delay in delivery following

• Request funding for a pharmacy-run round-robin porter system

completion of TTOs in the

• Cut off time introduced for medication orders and TTOs for outside hospitals,

dispensary

therefore ensuring that medication is sent with transport in the morning delivery
and that the minimum number of taxis required for any additional orders can be
sent to their destinations earlier in the afternoon

Delay in the clinical check and

• Re-distribution of trained technicians for greater dispensary cover

dispensing and accuracy check of

• Greater Pharmacy Support Worker cover throughout the day, in the dispensary, to

TTOs due to greater volume of
TTOs received in the main
pharmacy compared to the ward
teams

ensure all other medication orders are efficiently dispensed
• No Emergency Department (ED) or outpatient prescriptions accepted at the main
dispensary on Saturdays and Sundays (HP10 prescription pads to be distributed to
ED and clinics) so that the weekend pharmacy team can focus on discharges
• Plans for the opening of a newly built facility, ’The Pharmacy Shop’, which would be
the dispensing hub for all of the outpatient prescriptions enabling the main
dispensary to focus only on inpatient orders and discharge prescriptions

Table 3: Summary of the rate-limiting steps in the discharge prescription process, leading to slower TTO turnaround in the main
dispensary and action plans for improvement through the streamlining of departmental procedures.
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Workload distribution

Action plans: Improved deployment of pharmacy workforce to
meet demand

Greater volume of TTOs received in

• As above for action plan 1.4

the main dispensary compared to

• Introduction of more ward-based pharmacy teams to cover more of the

the ward-based teams

Delays in TTOs received prior to the
lunch hour (13:00-14:00)

medical/surgical wards, thereby reducing the workload in the main dispensary
• Staff working in the dispensary evenly assigned split lunches to allow for greater
dispensary cover between 13:00-14:00
• Introduction of a discharge team to work over the lunch hour in the dispensary and
complete any discharges received but not completed prior to the lunch break
• Ward-based discharge teams to bring back urgent discharges to the dispensary to
be completed over the lunch hour
• Main dispensary phone to be put on answerphone between 13:00 and 14:00
weekdays and for the majority of weekend hours (urgent clinical queries answered
via a bleep system) to allow available staff to focus on dispensing and accuracy
checking of TTOs

Peaks in workload, e.g. large
volume of TTOs received pre- and
post- lunch hour, leading to TTO
delays

• Review of medical working practice: working with the Business Groups to attempt
to stagger when ward rounds are carried out
• Introduction of ‘Escalation’ procedure: recruiting pharmacy staff from other duties to
relieve pressure and reduce discharge times when the volume of workload increases
beyond current pharmacy staffing capacity
• Ward pharmacy technicians to prioritise discharge prescriptions above all other ward
work i.e. ward discharge teams to help complete TTOs from other ward pharmacy
teams prior to doing any of their other ward work, such as locker top-ups, to
alleviate workload pressure

Very few TTOs written early in the
morning, or the day before, the
day of discharge

• Pharmacy to work in conjunction with wards through the introduction of new
working schedules by the Trust to drive early day discharges:
• Board rounds on ward to identify suitable early discharges and identify next day’s
discharges
• KPIs to write TTOs and transfer patients to the Transfer Unit (discharge lounge) by
11am
• Write next day’s TTOs by 3pm for pharmacy to dispense

Significant workload received in

• Changing the closing time of the dispensary to 17:00 three days a week to

pharmacy between 17:00 and

encourage earlier writing of TTOs, and to help ensure prescribers are still available to

18:00 (when skeleton staffing in

be contacted for prescription queries once TTOs are received in the pharmacy

situ in the pharmacy department

department

from 17:15)

• Changing staffing working hours to provide greater evening cover

Table 4: Summary of the workload distribution in the hospital across the day and the action plans to streamline departmental
processes and improve deployment of the pharmacy workforce to meet demand.

Progress in practice

for a further month. The results in Table 5

pharmacy teams showed an improved

demonstrate that, despite an increase in

TTO

Following implementation of some of the

the number of TTOs dispensed by the

percentage of TTOs being completed

identified actions, a repeat of the data

pharmacy department during this time

within the one and three hour target

collection was carried out 10 weeks later,

period, both the dispensary and the ward

timeframes was also recorded.
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time.

A

greater
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DISPENSARY
RESULTS

Initial results
(April)

Repeat
results
(July/August)

WARD TEAM
RESULTS

Initial results
(April)

Repeat
results
(July/August)

Total number of
discharges

914

1148

Total number of
discharges

531

565

Average TTO
turnaround

1 hour
41 mins

1 hour
30 mins

Average TTO
turnaround

1 hour
26 mins

1 hour
21 mins

% completed
within 1 hour

30.8

36.9

% completed
within 1 hour

38.4

42.1

% completed
within 3 hours

88.7

94.2

% completed
within 3 hours

90.5

95.7

Table 5: Comparison of completion rates for TTOs dispensed in the main dispensary and by
ward pharmacy discharge teams following the implementation of key actions

Conclusions

Following the full implementation of
all actions, further follow-up studies will

It has been possible to identify the rate-

be carried out repeating the same data

limiting

steps

and

the
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workload

collection process. This will help to
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ascertain whether further improvements

process. From this, key actions to improve
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The resolution of inefficiencies in the
The changes being implemented by

pharmacy discharge service should enable

the department have had a positive effect

the hospital pharmacy department to

on pharmacy workflow and, therefore,

progress patient discharges even faster,

the rest of the action plan will continue to

ultimately helping to relieve bed pressures

be implemented.

in this secondary care setting.

“It has been possible to identify the rate-limiting steps and the
workload distribution involved with the discharge process.”
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Summary
This paper indicates that:
● alcohol is an important topic,
responsible for a substantial
proportion of admissions worldwide

public health issue and the importance of

Health Organisation and questions users

prevention and treatment for patients who

about their drinking habits and the

are alcohol dependent.

associated consequences. A score of 15-

As well as social and economic
implications,

individual

harm

from

alcohol misuse can manifest both acutely

30 indicates moderate dependence and
scores of 31 or more are suggestive of
severe dependence.6

● addiction is a complex condition
requiring input from multiple
healthcare professionals to ensure
the best outcome for patients

and chronically. Acute events include

Strategies recommended to promote

alcohol-related accidents and injuries

abstinence and prevent relapse are

as well as acute alcohol withdrawal

intensive and structured systems which

seizures and delirium tremens, which

encompass appropriate psychological

● pharmacists can contribute to the
treatment of alcohol addiction
since there are various
pharmacological treatments shown
to effectively supplement
psychological treatment

can

● new treatments are emerging
which can hopefully engage a
wider patient group.

be

fatal.

3,4

Moreover,

alcohol

Alcohol misuse is a global problem with
almost 4% of all deaths worldwide
attributed to alcohol. A figure greater
than that of deaths caused by HIV/AIDS,

pharmacological

Psychological

interventions.

interventions

include

factor for the development of chronic

cognitive behavioural therapies and

conditions including hypertension, stroke,

counselling

pancreatitis and depression as well as

alcohol-related perceptions, individual

certain types of cancer; notably liver,

behaviour

mouth,

sessions,
and

which

social

target

networks.6

and

Guidance issued to those wishing to treat

colorectal.3 Moreover, the death rate

alcohol dependence with pharmacological

from liver cirrhosis has quadrupled in the

treatment, including that from NICE,

UK over the past 40 years - UK alcohol

advises that psychological treatment be

consumption doubled in that same period.

provided concurrently to maximise successful

oesophageal,

bowel

5

Introduction

and

consumption can be a contributory

The National Institute for Health and
Care

Excellence

(NICE)

categorises

alcohol dependence as craving, tolerance
and continued drinking despite harmful
consequences. The Alcohol Use Disorders

outcomes. Substance dependence and
addiction are complex issues and users
need to be supported in both the physical
addiction as well as addressing the
social/psychological pressures.

Identification Test (AUDIT) is a screening

It has been shown that interventions

tool used to identify early signs of

tend to have a greater impact on those

In the UK, the Department of Health

harmful drinking and mild dependence.6

who are classed as severe drinkers.7

estimates that 7% of all hospital

A more detailed interpretation of the

However,

admissions are alcohol related, with

severity of alcohol dependence can be

introduction of nalmefene, there has

alcohol misuse costing approximately

achieved using the Severity of Alcohol

been a lack of pharmacological treatment

£2.7 billion annually for an already

Dependence

aimed

overburdened NHS.2 Such figures highlight

score.6 This self-administered 20-item

dependence and who may not have

the magnitude of alcohol misuse as a

questionnaire was designed by the World

achieved abstinence.

violence or tuberculosis.1

Questionnaire

(SADQ)

at

until

recently

those

with

with

the

moderate

“Substance dependence and addiction are complex issues and
users need to be supported in both the physical addiction as
well as addressing the social/psychological pressures.”
18
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Current Pharmacological
Interventions

tolerated in those who continue to

dependent on the patient’s weight.6
The

opioid

receptor

antagonist

naltrexone proved effective in studies
Alcohol, as with most dependence-

when the outcome was to reduce alcohol

producing drugs, activates the ‘reward’

consumption.11 As with acamprosate,

pathway

treatment

(i.e.

the

mesolimbic

with

naloxone

follows

dopaminergic pathway) and subsequently

successful withdrawal and achievement

increases dopamine levels in the brain.

of abstinence. While naltrexone can

This pathway mediates the positive

be effective for some patients, there

reinforcement or rewarding effects of

are

alcohol. In this way, pharmacological

Throughout treatment, patients must

therapies aimed at alcohol dependency

avoid the use of opioid analgesia since

tend to act on the central nervous system

it blocks opioid receptor agonists.9

to alter this activated reward pathway.8

Furthermore,

In

the

UK,

acamprosate

and

naltrexone are available pharmacological
treatments

which,

combined

with

counselling, aim to prevent relapses of
alcohol consumption once abstinence has

various

associated

naltrexone

limitations.

can

be

hepatotoxic and, as such, severe or acute
liver impairment is a contraindication;12
consequently discounting patients with
alcohol liver disease.

misuse alcohol, disulfiram is associated
with potentially severe adverse events in
individuals who continue to drink.14
Used as an aversion therapy, disulfiram
inhibits the breakdown of acetaldehyde
(a

metabolite

of

ethanol)

which

precipitates a severe reaction including
flushing, tachycardia, hyperventilation
and considerable distress following
alcohol consumption.8 The treatment can
encroach on patients’ everyday activities
since they should be cautious of perfume
or aerosols containing alcohol as well as
certain mouthwashes and medicines
which contain alcohol. Treatment should
be started at least 24 hours after
consuming the last alcoholic drink at a
typical dose of 200mg daily, which is up-

both

titrated to a dose which causes an

been achieved; usually in patients with

acamprosate and naltrexone are effective

unpleasant reaction to alcohol (maximum

severe alcohol dependence.

therapies for the treatment of alcohol

500mg daily).9

9

Acamprosate is a weak agonist at Nmethyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors
and has been shown to effectively
maintain abstinence. It has a chemical
9

structure similar to gamma-aminobutyric
acid

(GABA),

the

major

inhibitory

Studies

have

shown

that

dependence.11 Interestingly, a study
which examined a combination of
naltrexone and acamprosate failed to find
any advantages of dual therapy over
mono-drug therapy.13

Some studies have shown 5-HT 3
receptor antagonist, ondansetron, to be
efficacious in the treatment of early onset
alcohol dependency by reducing the
craving for alcohol.15 It is postulated that

an

early stage alcohol misuse is associated

neurotransmitter in the brain.10 Treatment

alternative treatment but

with a greater serotonergic abnormality

with acamprosate is initiated as soon as

should

used

than that of chronic alcohol misuse.16

possible

where acamprosate and

Ondansetron inhibits serotonin action on

naltrexone are unsuitable.

5-HT 3 receptors, which decreases

following

alcohol

withdrawal and achievement
of abstinence. The
dosage is

Disulfiram
only

is
be

and

alcohol-induced dopamine release and,

naltrexone are generally well

therefore, alters the reward pathway

While

acamprosate

associated with alcohol misuse.
When combined with psychosocial
treatment in the form of counselling, the
pharmacological interventions described
above can be effective for reducing
alcohol

misuse

and

maintaining

abstinence. Nonetheless, the limitations
of current pharmacological therapies
include the requirement to achieve
abstinence prior to treatment and poor
compliance. Factors contributing to poor
compliance include the associated side
effects (particularly with disulfiram) as
well as disengagement with the addiction
treatment due to the stigma associated
with addiction. In light of these issues,
pharmacists are appropriately placed
within the community and in hospitals or
Pharmacy Management Volume 32 Issue 1
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clinics to engage with such patients and

their level of alcohol dependence and

acts at opioid receptors, concurrent or

empower them to partake with their

alcohol consumption. The patient must

recent opioid use is contraindicated. This

treatment. By initiating such discussions,

then

alcohol

may prove problematic, particularly if

either upon initiation or while dispensing

consumption for approximately two

patients are suspected of opioid addiction

a repeat prescription, pharmacists can

weeks from the initial visit. If they have a

as well as alcohol dependency.

open the dialog for patients to discuss

high level of alcohol consumption within

their treatment freely in a supportive and

the two week period (>7.5 units/day for

confidential environment.

men and >5 units/day for women), then

Nalmefene

record

his/her

own

Evidence

nalmefene treatment can be started.18

In the ESENSE1 and ESENSE2 studies

Patients

take

evaluated by NICE in the Technology

are

encouraged

to

nalmefene if they anticipate a risk of

Appraisal [TA325], nalmefene was found

Until recently, (with the exception of

alcohol consumption, ideally 1-2 hours

to

ondansetron, which is unlicensed) the

before alcohol intake. However, if the

consumption and the number of heavy

pharmacological treatments available for

patient has already started drinking,

drinking

alcohol dependence targeted those with

nalmefene should be taken as soon as

placebo after 6 months of treatment.

severe alcohol dependency. However, in

possible. Concurrent intake of alcohol

Furthermore, improvements in liver

November 2014, the NICE Technology

and nalmefene does not prevent its

function, notably γ- glutamyltransferase

Appraisal (TA325) of nalmefene17 brought

intoxicating effects. The ’when required’

(GGT) and ALAT, were also noted.20,21

new scope to the treatment of alcohol

dosing schedule may be more user-

Psychosocial support was provided in

misuse. Clinicians are able to consider

friendly to integrate with patients’ lives

both treatment and placebo arms of the

treating alcohol dependency before it

without the need to remember to take a

studies in the form of BRENDA, which

reaches the severe stages and before

daily treatment.

resembles

17

abstinence has been established.
Similar to naltrexone, nalmefene has
Nalmefene

differs

other

affinity at opioid receptors; notably

pharmacological treatments since it is

antagonist action at µ and δ receptors

aimed at those with moderate alcohol

and partial agonist action at κ receptors.17

dependency

require

It has a longer duration of action

immediate detoxification.17 Suitability of

compared to naltrexone due to its slower

the drug is established after an initial

dissociation from the opioid receptors

assessment where the patient reports

and is less hepatotoxic.19 Since nalmefene

who

do

from

not

effectively

reduce

days

when

the

total

alcohol

compared

current

to

psychosocial

support available in the UK.18 The
BRENDA approach is valuable to use in
conjunction

with

pharmacological

interventions since it has the general aim
of enhancing medication and treatment
compliance.22 BRENDA consists of the six
components shown in Box 1. Although
the components are undertaken by
trained professionals, pharmacists can
also contribute to the provision of

Biopsychosocial evaluation, whereby a series of questions
establish the individual’s physical, psychological and social
issues upon initiation of treatment
Report of findings; evaluation and feedback given to the
patient throughout treatment
Empathy; patients’ treated in an open, non-judgemental
environment
Needs of the patient are addressed
Direct advice is given
Assessment of the patient throughout treatment

BRENDA. Through treatment counselling
upon initiation of medication and
through

MURs

within

community,

pharmacy staff often establish if the
treatment adequately addresses the
patient’s needs, direct advice regarding
the management of potential side-effects
can be given and an assessment can be
made regarding the success of the
treatment

upon

follow-up.

Upon

initiation of medication for substance
dependence (or any critical medication) it
is important to recognise the need for

Box 1: Components of BRENDA

adequate

communication

between

“. . . pharmacists can open the dialog for patients to discuss their
treatment freely in a supportive and confidential environment.”
20
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primary and secondary care providers in

treatment for assisted withdrawal using

addressing alcohol addiction. Treatment

order for complex patients to be

naltrexone or acamprosate. The cost of

should be considered on a case-by-case

adequately followed up and reviewed.

treatment varies dependent on whether

basis and, as guidance recommends,

abstinence is established by home-based

supplemented with psychosocial support

assisted withdrawal (£596), secondary

and counselling.17,18 There is opportunity

care

NICE concluded that nalmefene plus
BRENDA reduced the number of heavy
drinking

days

and

total

alcohol

consumption compared with BRENDA
alone.18 In the more recent SENSE study,
patients were evaluated after 6 months
and 13 months of nalmefene versus
placebo treatment.23 Upon enrolment,
patients had an average of 14 heavy
drinking days per month and consumed
on average 68 grams of alcohol per day
which is approximately 81/2 alcohol units.
After one year, total alcohol consumption

withdrawal

for healthcare professionals, including

(£606) or secondary care inpatient-

pharmacists to engage with such a

assisted

outpatient-assisted

Cost-

complex patient group by understanding

effective analysis also included societal

the treatments available and ensuring

costs related to crime and productivity, as

patients can access the adequate

specified in the remit to NICE from the

support through-out their treatment by

withdrawal

(£4145).

Department of Health. It is worth noting

confirming this every time a patient of

that effectiveness of nalmefene has been

this group is encountered; whether in

established

community pharmacy or addiction clinic

18

with

the

concomitant

provision of psychosocial support and
therefore commissioners must also weigh
the cost of psychological therapy here.

was reduced by 67% in the nalmefene

or hospital ward.
The introduction of nalmefene use
within current clinical practice provides

group. Self-reported alcohol consumption

Side effects

alcohol dependent patients with another

data was supported by clinician-based

In the aforementioned studies, adverse

treatment option. The ability to take the

judgments and liver function tests.

events were more common in the

medication when required is a novel

nalmefene group than placebo, most

step in substance addiction and may

A recent BMJ analysis used data

events were mild-moderate and transient

appeal to those who struggle to comply

obtained from the three clinical trials

in nature. Nalmefene readily crosses the

with a set regime (i.e. acamprosate which

(ESENSE 1, ESENSE 2 and SENSE) and,

blood-brain barrier and, consequently,

requires three times a day dosing). In this

rather unsurprisingly, supported the

psychiatric adverse effects such as

way, nalmefene treatment can involve

conclusions of the clinical trials.24 It was

insomnia, confusion, restlessness and

alcohol-dependent patients, whom may

found that the use of nalmefene plus
considerably

loss of libido are reflective of the

not have sought help otherwise. Since

psychosocial

pharmacological profile of the drug.

there is no requirement for abstinence,

reduced the number of patients in the

Other reported side effects include

nalmefene engages patients who may

high and very high drinking-risk level

nausea, dizziness and decreased appetite

have been deterred by alternative

groups compared with psychosocial

although

methods which require abstinence from

support alone. Additionally, the number
of patients in the low and abstinent

generally, nalmefene is well tolerated.17

support

trial

data

suggests

that,

parameters of their treatment goal by

groups increased with nalmefene uptake.

Cost effectiveness

alcohol. It allows patients to define the

Discussion

The BMJ analysis, as well as NICE,

Addiction is a complex issue; compliance

considers nalmefene to be cost effective

and uptake with interventions tend to

when costs and effects were compared

be relatively low in such patients. This

over 1 and 5 years.24 Nalmefene is priced

can be due to a variety of contributing

at £42.42 for a pack of 14 tablets or

factors including user profile, the social

£84.84 for a pack of 28 tablets.17 As part

stigma of addiction, forgetfulness, lack

of its analysis of cost effectiveness, NICE

of faith in the available treatments and

offset the price of nalmefene against

inability to identify addiction/dependence.

various cost parameters including the

Nalmefene, like any other pharmacological

cost of a GP visit as well as second-line

therapy, will not be the panacea for

allowing different levels of reduced
alcohol consumption. Pharmacists are
appropriately placed to identify potential
patients who may have tried other
medications unsuccessfully. With adequate
and up-to-date knowledge, pharmacists
can appropriately signpost patients to
seek specialist advice and perhaps
commence nalmefene; a potential lifesaving intervention.

“Pharmacists are appropriately placed to identify potential
patients who may have tried other medications unsuccessfully.”
Pharmacy Management Volume 31 Issue 2
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Figure 1: Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (AUDIT)
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Pharmacists in all areas are at the

Formulary and commissioning groups

concerns . In this way, perhaps nalmefene

forefront of patient care and have the

should be aware that the evidence from

can contribute within a wider, robust

opportunity to interact with many

clinical trials regarding the efficacy of

public health initiative required to

patients over a short space of time. In

nalmefene is limited since study data

engage alcohol misusers within primary

this way, they can play a key role in

is

placebo controlled. Comparative

care and secondary care. As nalmefene is

promoting alcohol awareness to a wider

studies with nalmefene and current

still relatively new, the anecdotal evidence

audience and signpost patients to the

pharmacological treatments such as

upon its efficacy and tolerability in

available treatments if necessary. The

acamprosate and naltrexone are required

patients is absent. However, in order to

AUDIT (Alcohol Use Disorders Identification

to effectively provide robust, relative

maximise the use of this drug; as well as

Test) questionnaire (available on the

evidence.

other treatments for alcohol addiction,

Public Health England website) can be
used to determine patients’ drinking ‘risk’

patient-facing healthcare professionals

Conclusion

need to become more involved with

1). An important consideration is that the

The NHS ‘Five Year Forward View’ agenda

throughout this complex treatment.

majority of the patients enrolled in the

of 2014 recognises that, as a nation, one

nalmefene clinical trials had never received

in five adults still smoke, a third drink

Declaration of interests

any treatment for their alcohol addiction

excess levels of alcohol and just under

● None.

despite their alcohol problems having

two thirds are overweight or obese.25 The

started more than 10 years before; it is

agenda alludes to the need for national

clear that interventions to engage such

action against such public health risks,

patients are desperately required.

with alcohol being one of the major

by asking relevant questions (see Figure

engaging and supporting these patients

“patient-facing healthcare professionals need to become more
involved with engaging and supporting these patients
throughout this complex treatment.”
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Summary
● Antimicrobial resistance is a global
threat to all healthcare systems.
● Health services and governments
worldwide recognise that tackling
antimicrobial resistance means
combining stewardship, education,
legislation, clinical and
technological innovation.
● Respiratory tract infections are the
reason for 60 per cent of all
antibiotic prescribing in general
practice - this constitutes a
significant cost to the NHS.

Background

receive an antibiotic, with many doctors
Antimicrobial resistance (AMR) is a global

and patients believing that this is the

healthcare and economic problem, and

‘right thing’ to do.6

should be a priority for all the World’s
governments.1 The Director General of

However, it is well known that:

the WHO, Margaret Chan, has stated

● most RTIs are viral

with respect to AMR that ‘No action
today means no cure tomorrow’.2 In the
UK, Chief Medical Officer Sally Davies
has repeatedly emphasised the threat
of AMR.3

three aims of:
1. improving knowledge and

● A Cochrane review of randomised
or cluster randomised trials
reported that CRP POCT
significantly reduced GP antibiotic
prescriptions for acute RTIs. In one
of these studies, the use of CRP
POCT showed a difference in GP
antibiotic prescribing in RTIs of
43.4 per cent.

3. stimulating the development of

Pharmacy Management Volume 32 Issue 1

● there is only limited evidence to
support the use of antibiotics in
acute bronchitis, sore throat, sinusitis
and otitis media, and
● evidence from systematic reviews and

The UK Strategy for AMR 4 has

● However, most acute
uncomplicated respiratory tract
infections are viral or self-limiting
bacterial infections, which can be
self-managed and for which
antibiotics are inappropriate.

● Community Pharmacists are ideally
placed to offer CRP POCT to
patients presenting with symptom
of RTI.

presenting to a GP with a simple RTI still

understanding of AMR;
2. conserving and stewarding the

other studies suggests little benefit is
achieved from the prescription of
antibiotics, except in elderly patients
at high risk of pneumonia.7,8,9,10,11
A Cochrane review of randomised and

effectiveness of existing

cluster

treatments; and

concluded that CRP POCT could assist

randomised

clinical

trials

the clinical assessment, guide antibiotic

new antibiotics, diagnostics and

treatment of acute respiratory infections

novel therapies.

in primary care and significantly reduce
antibiotic use.13 Indeed, evidence from

Prescribing of antibacterial medication

these and other studies show that there is

in the community varies considerably

improved patient satisfaction with the

across Europe (Figure 1), with a strong

clinical consultation even when no

association between high prescribing

antibiotics are issued (Figure 3).

countries having a higher level of AMR5
(Figure 2).

A recent report, ‘Straight to the Point’,
summarises the compelling evidence that

Respiratory Tract Infections (RTIs) are

measuring

CRP

using

point-of-care

the most common infections in patients

testing helps to differentiate self-limiting

presenting to GPs and most patients

RTIs from more serious infections that

25

Figure 1: Total outpatient antibiotic use in 26 European countries in 2002. Goosens et al 2005.5
require antibiotics. The report makes
recommendations targeted at policy
makers, clinical commissioning groups
(CCGs) and healthcare professionals,
including suggesting ways in which CRP
POCT can be used by Community
Pharmacists to deliver enhanced services
that optimise the use of antibiotics.14
CRP POCT appears to be a clinically and
cost-effective intervention in reducing
antibiotic
presenting

prescribing
in

for

primary

patients

care

with

symptoms of RTI (Figure 4).

What are Point of Care
Tests (POCT)?
Point-of-care diagnostics range from
simple urine dipsticks, such as for nitrites
and leucocytes used for urinary tract
infections

(UTIs)

diagnostic

and

to

sophisticated

management

tools

covering, for example, lipid, glucose,
HbA1C, infections generally (e.g. CRP)
and some specific pathogens. The

without the need for venipuncture or

require users to manipulate the

benefits offered by POCT vary depending

phlebotomy or sampling of other

sample or use complex and

on the test, condition and setting, but

biological fluids (such as urine or

complicated calibrations.

include:

nasal or throat swabs).

● Small amounts of blood (finger stick
– typically 1.5 to 20µl for CRP POCT)

26

Figure 2: Correlation between penicillin use and prevalence of penicillin non-susceptible
S pneumoniae. AT, Austria; BE, Belgium; HR, Croatia; CZ, Czech Republic; DK,
Denmark; FI, Finland; FR, France; DE, Germany; HU, Hungary; IE, Ireland; IT, Italy;
LU, Luxembourg; NL, The Netherlands; PL, Poland; PT, Portugal; SI, Slovenia;
ES, Spain; UK, England only. Goosens et al 2005.5

● Point-of-care analysers are often
straightforward to use and do not

● Many point-of-care analysers provide
real-time results – levels of CRP are
usually available in less than 5 minutes,
Pharmacy Management Volume 32 Issue 1
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Figure 3: Forest plot of comparison: 1 C-reactive protein - antibiotic prescribing: all trials, outcome: 1.1 C-reactive protein - antibiotics
prescribed at index consultation. All trials (cluster-RCTs modified sample size).13

Figure 4: Antimicrobial use by country
Pharmacy Management Volume 32 Issue 1
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depending on the device. This rapid

and monitoring diabetics) and urine

levels typically are highest in patients with

analysis means that patients do not

albumin-to-creatinine ratio (diabetic

a bacterial infection and lower in those

need follow-up visits to receive a

nephropathy).

with viral infection.

diagnosis and begin treatment.

Point-of-care machines are supported

● Rapid diagnoses avoid delayed or

by robust quality control and standards

unnecessary treatments, which is

and

especially beneficial for infections,

laboratory methods and in line with

and allows HCPs to counsel patients.

MHRA requirements.12

● A single device can perform multiple
tests (for example, by changing
cartridges), which reduces the need
for training and space. Some systems
are portable allowing their use in
care homes, pharmacies, workplaces
and doctors’ offices.

show

good

correlation

with

The availability of POCT for blood
biomarkers of infection such as CRP
offers a new dimension into clinical
decision making for practioners in
primary care. CRP is an acute-phase
plasma protein which is produced in
response to infection or tissue injury. The

● The devices are quite small and

main biological function of CRP is

compact and can be easily situated

determined by this ability to recognise

on a bench in the dispensary. Some

pathogens and damaged host cells. CRP

of the POC CRP tests use the same

is normally present in small levels in

devices as other essential community-

serum,

based tests, such as lipids (NHS

dramatically in response to a variety of

Health Check), HbA1c (diagnosing

infectious or inflammatory stimuli and its

but

increases

rapidly

and

How can CRP POCT be
undertaken in Community
Pharmacies?
In a joint document, ‘Building the
Workforce – the New Deal for General
Practice’,15 eight new ways of working are
described. One of these recommends
that ‘NHS England, Health Education
England (HEE) and others should work
together to identify key workforce
initiatives that are known to support
general practice - including e.g. physician
associates, medical assistants, clinical
pharmacists,

advanced

practitioners

(including nursing staff), healthcare
assistants and care navigators.’
A shared programme of key pilots at
scale in primary care seeks to invest in

Patient with symptoms of respiratory tract infection (RTI) present to a pharmacy
where CRP POCT is available

and trial new ways of working for these
roles; demonstrating how they work
across the community, hospitals and

CRP > 100mg/l

within GP surgeries to support safe and
effective clinical services for patients. This

Scenario 1
Refer patient to GP.

Scenario 2
Prescribe antibiotics by
Independent Pharmacist
Prescriber according to
standard formulary.

Scenario 3
Supply antibiotics
through a Patient Group
Direction according to
standard formulary.

is intended to support current GPs in
managing their workload, as well as
piloting new ways of working for the
future. See http://www.england.nhs.uk/
commissioning/wp-content/uploads/
sites/12/2015/01/building-the-

CRP between 20 and 100mg/l

workforce-new-deal-gp.pdf .
Scenario 1
Refer patient to GP to
consider a delayed
antibiotic prescription,
which patients fill if
symptoms worsen or
do not improve with
self-care

Scenario 2
Consider a delayed
antibiotic prescription,
which patients fill if
symptoms worsen or
do not improve with
self-care

Scenario 3
Consider a delayed
antibiotic prescription,
which patients fill if
symptoms worsen or
do not improve with
self-care

Using the NHS standard
contract to innovate with
providers
The aspirations of NHS England’s FiveYear Forward View depend on more
imaginative and flexible contracting to

CRP < 20mg/l

overcome the problems posed by existing
primary care contracts.16
Scenario 1
Reassurepatient
recommend
symptomatic relief.

Scenario 2
Reassurepatient
recommend
symptomatic relief.

Scenario 3
Reassurepatient
recommend
symptomatic relief.

The NHS standard contract is the tool
that should be used to contract with new
models and systems of care. This new
approach will require understanding of the

Figure 5: Algorithm for options facing Community Pharmacies that have
POCT CRP testing facilities
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mechanics of the contract and how it can be
used to influence and change behaviours.
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‘Straight to the Point’ recommends

depending on clinical assessment of the

needs an antibiotic or not from a 5-

that CCGs should work with pharmacists

patients and with the assistance of CRP

minute test using a finger prick blood

and other HCPs to assess CRP POCT in

blood levels.

sample. CRP POCT devices can be easily

pharmacies

and

other

community

settings to reduce pressure on general
practices.14

used in Community Pharmacies, which

Scenario 3

can offer other NHS health screening

As Scenario 1 but antibiotics may be

tests at the same time.

supplied through a Patient Group

Scenarios for CRP-POCT
in Community Pharmacies

Direction (PGD),17 which is legally embodied
in The Human Medicines Regulations
2012.18

Declaration of interests
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Antimicrobial Stewardship Sub-Group

These are shown as an algorithm in

of the Department of Health Advisory

Figure 5.

Conclusion

Scenario 1

Antimicrobial resistance is a global

Offering CRP-POCT in the Community

problem for all healthcare systems and is

Pharmacy for patients presenting with

directly related to the overuse of

symptoms of respiratory tract infection.

antibiotics. Unnecessary antibiotic use

Options are for referral to a local GP for

can be reduced by more accurate

prescribing or offering symptomatic relief

diagnosis

depending on CRP levels.

Biomarkers, such as CRP, offer greater

of

Committee on Antimicrobial

common

infections.

Resistance and Healthcare Associated
Infection (travel expenses only) and
has chaired, presented and received
honoraria at meetings supported by
Astellas, Alere, Matoke Holdings and
Basilea.

precision for diagnosing respiratory tract
Scenario 2

infections that will respond to antibiotic

As Scenario 1 but Independent Pharmacy

treatment and those where antibiotics are

Prescribers can prescribe an antibiotic

inappropriate. CRP POCTs offer a simple

as appropriate or symptomatic relief

way of determining whether a patient

“CRP POCTs offer a simple way of determining whether a patient needs
an antibiotic or not from a 5-minute test using a finger prick blood
sample. CRP POCT devices can be easily used in Community Pharmacies . . .”
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FACE2FACE
Compliance Aid Pharmacist
Gillian Murray, Ballee Pharmacy, Ballymena, County Antrim
Email: gillian2510@hotmail.com

Gillian Murray

Question:
What is your job title?

Answer:
The best title for my job description

To whom do you report and where

What were the main drivers for the

does the post fit in the management

establishment of the post and how

structure?

did it come about?

I report to our superintendent pharmacist.

Within the pharmacy there was an
increasing number of weekly and daily

How was the post funded and is this

dispensing patients, which required the

on a non-recurring or recurring

time-consuming assembling of trays and

basis?

skillets. This put staff under pressure

What are your main

The post is funded by means of annual

which, in turn, increased the risk of errors

responsibilities/duties?

salary on a recurring basis.

and potential harm to patients. After

would probably be a Compliance Aid
Pharmacist.

exploring the alternatives available, the

On a daily basis I operate the Robotik
Technology ‘e-Robotik 405’ robot to

When was the post first established?

carry out the automated dispensing

The post was first established around

of

producing

three years ago when the ‘e-Robotik 405’

medication pouches for weekly and daily

robot was first purchased and introduced

dispensing patients. I also operate the

into the pharmacy. To ensure a quality

‘e-Vision Pack Inspector’ which uses

service is provided, a post was introduced

image capturing software to photograph

for a pharmacist to be dedicated to the

every

allowing

running of the whole process, from

complete traceability, a reduction in error

setting up new patients to completing

margins and improved process efficiency.

the final check on the prescriptions.

repeat

prescriptions,

individual

pouch,

I am preparing a product that is simple for
the patient to use yet provides them with

Are you the first post holder?

a high standard of patient care and

I am the second post holder and have

promotes medication adherence. I also

been in the post for one year. I have

have to deal with any medication

found the post well suited to my

interventions for our patients and ensure

systematic way of working and I feel

their medication pouches are up-to-date

proud to be involved in providing this

with any treatment changes.

novel product for multiple dispensing
within community pharmacy.

robot was purchased and the post then
came about. Since installing the robot, it
has freed up the time for pharmacists to
engage in more pharmacy services and to
focus more on patient care. There has
also been a noticeable decrease in errors
compared to the manual dispensing of
trays and skillets, thus a higher safety
level is now in place .
What have been the main difficulties
in establishing/developing the post
to its current level?
One of the main difficulties initially was
changing patients over to the new system
and ensuring that they understood how
to use the product. We find that patients
are really happy with the medication
pouches and a number of carers have
commented that they prefer the system
to previous methods. With the improved

“I am preparing a product that is simple for the patient to use
yet provides them with a high standard of patient care
and promotes medication adherence.”
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efficiency of the dispensing process, it has

What are the main challenges/

allows for a more manageable process. It

lead to a considerable increase in the

priorities for future development

is less time consuming, has a reduction in

number of weekly and daily dispensing

within the post which you currently

the number of errors compared to

patients we are able to facilitate and,

face?

manual dispensing, and allows complete

consequently, the post has developed to
its current level. We now currently
dispense for around 400 patients per
month, a figure which would just not be
possible without automated dispensing.

The big challenge of working with
technology is the occurrence of it

traceability of all the pouches produced.
It’s the future of pharmacy!

breaking down. However, we now have a
technology service advisor based in

How do you think the post might be

Northern Ireland who can provide prompt

developed in the future?

help and repairs if and when it required.

As previously mentioned, integrating

A key priority for future advancement is

automated dispensing into domiciliary

the integration of automated dispensing

care is something we want to explore in

Ballee Pharmacy was one of the first

into domiciliary care, and utilising the

the future. Also, the further development

pharmacies in Northern Ireland to use a

product to enhance patient care.

of the ‘hub and spoke’ model would

What have been the main
achievements/successes of the post?

allow the robotised dispensing of repeat

robot for automated dispensing, and the
first in UK with the e-Vision Pack

What are the key competencies

prescriptions at dispensing hubs for other

Inspector. It has led to the introduction of

required to do the post and what

pharmacies. This is an area that would

more robots across Northern Ireland. The

options are available for training?

greatly expand the availability of this

ultimate aim is to help patients take and

Organisational skills are very important

service to patients across the country.

understand their medications better and,

and being able to work systematically is

by offering this product to them, the

key in order to successfully carry out the

What messages would you give to

feedback has been extremely positive.

production of the pouches, especially

others who might be establishing/

Being able to help a patient/relative/carer

with a high volume of patients. Initial

developing a similar post?

in the administration and adherence of

training

Robotik

medication,

a

I appreciate that for many pharmacies it is

Technologies during the setup of the

difference it creates, really makes the post

not feasible to bring in automated

equipment and software, but support can

worthwhile.

dispensing, but it is a process that works

be promptly obtained through our

for us. With the increasing dispensing of

technology service advisor. The software

weekly and daily prescriptions within

may seem daunting at first, but it isn’t

community pharmacy, this is a solution

complicated and is quite easy to become

that can allow better time management,

familiar with.

a greater efficiency in work flow, and a

and

hearing

what

is

available

by

safer product produced for optimum
How does the post fit with general

patient care.

career development opportunities
within the profession?
Within pharmacy these days there

Declaration of interests
● None

seems to be an increasing number
of weekly and daily dispense
patients, and automated dispensing

The robot has freed up pharmacist dispensing time
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COMING TO A TOWN NEAR YOU IN 2016 - A
PHARMACY MANAGEMENT EVENT FOR MEDICINES
Area Prescribing Committee Workshops
Medicines Optimisation - Is your Area Prescribing
Committee (APC) Fit For The Modern NHS?
Tuesday 23rd February, Slough
Wednesday 24th February, Coventry
Thursday 25th February, Sheffield

Regional Roadshows
Tuesday 1st March, Leicester
Thursday 17th March, South Croydon, Surrey
Thursday 14 April, Newcastle/Gateshead
Thursday 16th June, Leeds/Bradford
Wednesday 24th August, Stirling
Wednesday 5th October, Reading
Wednesday 19th October, Manchester
Wednesday 2nd November, South Gloucestershire

National Event - Diabetes
May 2016 - date to be confirmed, Manchester

National Event - Respiratory
July 2016 - date to be confirmed, Birmingham

National Event
November 2016 - date to be confirmed, London
Plus a full Academy programme - ask for details

Details from katie.fraser@pharman.co.uk
or jgriffiths@pmmarketaccess.com
75c High Street, Great Dunmow,
Essex CM6 1AE
Tel: 01747 829501
Homepage: www.pharman.co.uk
Email: pharm@pharman.co.uk

Further information relating to
these events will be added onto
the Pharmacy Management website
events page which can be found
using the QR code.

www.pharman.co.uk

MANAGEMENT CONUNDRUM
New Medicines Service – Making It Better
Simon Silver, who represents Community Pharmacists in

‘Isn’t that just what the New Medicines Service is for!’

the Riverdale Primary Care Organisation (PCO), was

exclaimed Simon. ‘Participating pharmacists do have to

indignant. ‘That’s a pretty sweeping generalisation!’ he

fulfil certain criteria to provide the service, you know.’

exclaimed. ‘There’s always going to be a range of skills
and experience for any new service.’

‘Yes’, said Janet, ‘but what is done varies from the
minimum to some really good support for patients.’

‘I’m only telling you what the reality is’, said Janet
Donit, Chief Pharmacist of Metropolis NHS Trust. ‘The
quality of the New Medicine Service reviews is not
consistent. Patients come in to hospital and we often
have to change their therapy and even start them on
new drugs. They are only with us for a short time so
we can’t be sure that the new medicine will suit them
over time.’

Carey Whitecoat, Head of Medicines Optimisation at
Riverdale Primary Care Organisation, was looking
pensive. ‘There seems to be some agreement that these
reviews are very helpful when done well but it wouldn’t
be right to refer patients to a specific pharmacy. I
wonder what we could do to maximise the gain from
the opportunity?’

What would you suggest to make sure that the New Medicines Service is
delivered to a consistent high standard and is as effective as it could be?

Commentaries
Robbie Turner

In this scenario it’s likely that few

ideal opportunity for patients to be

Chief Executive Officer,

patients are getting any support or advice

supported through the initial stages of

Community Pharmacy

about their prescriptions after they have

taking newly prescribed drugs for asthma

West Yorkshire

been discharged from hospital. We all

or COPD, type 2 diabetes, antiplatelets,

Email: robbie@cpwy.org

know, regardless of where we work,

anticoagulants or hypertension whilst at

about the ongoing pressure on all areas

home in their familiar environment. But

of the hospital to discharge patients as

the regulations, which allow community

soon as they are fit to go home. This will

pharmacists to carry this service out with

often give the hospital pharmacy staff

patients who have been discharged,

little time to ensure patients have all the

require them to be referred by a

information they need or want about any

healthcare professional who has been

new medicines they may have been

involved with their care in hospital.

Too often we allow our perceptions of
how others work as an excuse for inertia
and

the

something

rationale
different.

for
As

not

trying

pharmacy

professionals we often, rightly, strive for
things to be perfect; the gold standard
solution. This can sometimes be to the
detriment of quality improvement.

prescribed.
The New Medicine Service offers an

The Royal Pharmaceutical Society has
recently produced a toolkit exploring a

“The New Medicine Service offers an ideal opportunity for patients to be
supported through the initial stages of taking newly prescribed drugs for asthma
or COPD, type 2 diabetes, antiplatelets, anticoagulants or hypertension . . .”
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range of options to enable this local

unwarranted clinical variation wherever

organisations to implement a service

referral to happen. It can be found at

possible as this will drive up quality

where maybe only 10% of patients are

http://www.rpharms.com/support-

further, but we should not let this put us

receiving NMS because that’s a good

pdfs/3649---rps---hospital-toolkit-

off

start. And a good start is a lot better than

brochure-web.pdf and I would suggest

improvement requires us to ‘give things a

this as a good starting point for all

go’ and test things out.

involved.

implementing

change.

Quality

Improving the situation in this area,

We know that, in any aspect of

where no patients are benefitting from

professional practice, there will be

the New Medicine Service, does not

variation and this is not always a good

require Riverdale PCO to implement the

thing.

perfect

We

nothing at all.

should

aim

to

reduce

system.

It

requires

the

“It requires the organisations to implement a service where maybe only
10% of patients are receiving NMS because that’s a good start.
And a good start is a lot better than nothing at all.”
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Regina Brophy
Chief Pharmacist, Royal
United Hospitals NHS
Trust, Bath
Email:
regina.brophy@nhs.net
Janet may have had a bad experience but
she should be open to the fact that, even
in her own hospital, there may be
variation in practice. We all need to work
to reduce that. We do this locally by using
standard operating procedures (SOPs)
and

following

guidelines.

We

evidenced
also

ensure

based
that

pharmacists and pharmacy technicians
keep up to date with their continuing
professional development (CPD).
There

is

a

lot

of

supportive

information and tools on the Royal
Pharmaceutical Society’s website and the
Pharmaceutical

Services

Negotiating

Committee (PSNC) website. The new
medicines services (NMS) have been
operating for a number of years now and
pharmacy staff will be gaining more
experience and confidence. Of course it is
more difficult for pharmacists working in
community pharmacy to have the
support from other pharmacists and this
is an area that they might want to think

community pharmacy that open up lots

about. Could they set up action learning

of positive opportunities for dialogue i.e

sets to get the peer review that is so

Refer-to-Pharmacy, PharmOutcomes.

valuable? Could they be proactive and
ask to shadow the specialist pharmacists
in hospital? This might initially have to be
on their day off. However, this would
establish contacts that could be used
going forward. Hospital pharmacists

Perhaps

continuing

Declaration of interests
Robbie Turner
● None

professional

pharmaceutical education (CPPE) evening

Regina Brophy

learning could explore ways of attracting

● None .

hospital pharmacists to their sessions by
looking at how both sectors fit into the
pathway of care?

could also be proactive in reaching out to
community pharmacists. There are,

There has never been a more

currently, two good systems being piloted

important time for us all to work together

for referring patients electronically to

and recognise the synergy in our skills.

“. . . it is more difficult for pharmacists working in community
pharmacy to have the support from other pharmacists and
this is an area that they might want to think about.”
Pharmacy Management Volume 32 Issue 1
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LEADERSHIP
If You Meet Buddha On The Road, Kill Him!
By Tom Phillips, Managing Director, TLP who has enjoyed 20 years of working with both the private and public
sector, during which time he has gained extensive experience and demonstrated considerable success in
management, sales, marketing and training. Tom is an excellent communicator and motivator and has
designed/ delivered training at all levels from trainees to directors at both a national and international level. Such
is Tom’s love of training and development that, in his personal life, he is also a qualified fitness and diving
instructor.

Tom Phillips

lives or both. However, if you were
fortunate enough to meet Buddha,
he would be loath to give you the
answers you were looking for. He
would, instead, encourage you to
find the answers within yourself.
● If you met Buddha on the road and
tried to follow him, you may well end
up going down the wrong path at
the wrong pace. We all have our
own journeys to make in life; only we
can decide which direction to move
in and at what pace we want to
move. Some of us are very clear
about where we want to go and
how quickly we want to get there.
Others amongst us are less sure and
will move more slowly.
Having a guide, mentor or coach is a
great

idea,

but

they

should

be

encouraging you to find your own
answers, not providing answers for you.
Have you ever tried to ask a colleague or
friend for advice and they say something
like “Right, this is what you need to do!”
As well-meaning as their advice may be,
it might not be the right advice for you.
Furthermore, they have just denied you

The path to enlightenment

an opportunity to think things through

selling book by author Sheldon Kopp.1

So what does that title mean? For me,

work for you, not them!

Published in 1974, Kopp’s book went on

there are two ‘take away’ messages.

to top the book selling charts in many

● Many people go looking for a guide,

sessions, I am presented with the

Does that sound sacrilegious? Possibly.
However, it is also the title of a best

categories
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including

business,

self-

for yourself and to find answers that

Often, in my one-to-one coaching

mentor or ‘Buddha’ to provide them

following scenario upon meeting a

development, leadership, management

with answers in life. This could be

coachee for the first time:

and spirituality.

our personal lives, our professional
Pharmacy Management Volume 32 Issue 1
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Me: “How can I help you?”

stated goals is an exercise in futility. It’s a

smell and taste like to you? Are you

Coachee: “I don’t know”

bit like me, sitting in my office in

celebrating with champagne? How

Liverpool and saying “I don’t want to go

does that taste? Are you rewarding

to London today”. There are literally

yourself with a meal in your favourite

dozens of ways I could not go to London!

restaurant? What does that taste and

Me: “What do you want?”
Coachee: “I don’t want to be stressed/
frustrated/angry/demotivated, etc.”
Herein lies the starting point to
‘enlightenment’, as Buddha would say!

smell like? Have people sent you

Sense where you want
to go

Don’t focus on what you don’t want. Focus

flowers? How do they smell?
Create

a

compelling

image

of

achieving your goal, engaging all of

on what you do want. Our subconscious

When considering our goals, it is also

your senses (or as many as possible)

mind struggles to process a negative

important to engage all of our senses in

and keep revisiting that image with all of

thought and so turns it into a positive

creating a compelling vision of that goal.

it’s associated sounds, feelings, tastes

thought. So when you say, “I don’t want to

Our five basic senses can be very

and smells.

be frustrated” your subconscious mind

powerful tools in helping propel us

hears “I want to be frustrated” – and guess

toward our goals.

where that takes you!

● Visual: What images to you see upon
achieving your goal? Do you see

Do you really need to
meet Buddha?

Set positive goals

yourself looking happy? Do you see a

You may never be luck enough to meet

certificate or accomplishment or

Buddha, but you don’t need to. You may

Start by stating your goals positively and

competence? Do you see other

already be lucky enough to be working

put a date against them. For example:

people looking at you with pride?

with a coach/mentor/guru and they should

“In the next 12 months I will gain

● Auditory: What can you hear when

be guiding you to make the decisions that

experience in X so that I can gain

you accomplish your goal. Do you

are right for you. If they’re not, then

promotion to Y”

hear your own voice saying “Well

maybe you should be looking inwards for

done”? Do you hear other people

guidance, rather than outwards.

Or:

congratulating you? Do you hear
“In the next 6 months, I will get better
at time management in order to have a
better work life balance”

your boss offering you that
promotion?
● Kinesthetic: How do you feel when

Once we have positively stated goals,

you accomplish your goal? Is there

we can start to work out how we are

sense of pride, accomplishment or

going to achieve them. In simple terms,

relief? Can you feel other people

once we know where we are going, we

physically patting you on the back?

can work out how to get there.
Trying to work toward negatively
Pharmacy Management Volume 32 Issue 1

● Taste and Smell: What does the sweet

Start by creating a positive statement
of what you do want and when you want
it by. Then engage all of your senses in
creating a completely compelling image
of success and go for it!
REFERENCES
1. Sheldon Kopp. If you meet the Buddha on the
road, kill him! The pilgrimage of psychotherapy
patients. 1974.

smell and taste of success actually
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